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A. About PETA Australia

People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA) Australia is the local affiliates of
PETA US, the world's largest animal rights organisation with more than 6.5 million
members and suppo1ters worldwide. PETA is dedicated to establishing and protecting the
rights of all animals, and operates under the simple p1inciple that animals are not ours to
eat, wear, experiment on, use for ente1tainment or abuse in any way.
PETA Australia works through public education, cmelty investigations, research,
lobbying, celebrity involvement, and protest campaigns to focus international attention on
the exploitation and abuse of animals for their flesh, for their skins, as living test tubes in
laboratories, and for "ente1t ainment".
B. PETA 's responses to the terms of refere11ce

The VIC Legislative Council Economy and Infrastmcture Committee has called for
submissions to the subject Inquily . PETA's comments responsive to the published te1ms
of reference are below.
PETA does not engage in nor incite unlawful activity, and does not engage in conduct
that would fo1m the bases for the c1iminal offences or penalties ostensibly contemplated
by this Inquily. However, we do have concerns with its potential chilling effect on the
exposure of animal suffe1ing and the Inquily's apparent intentions.
l. The type and prevalence of unauthorised activity on Victorian farms and related

industries, and the application of existing legislation

a. As to the first element of this te1m - Minister Symes has been clear in stating that "[o]ver
the past 12 months, there have been no repo1ts of violence or damage to prope1ty, from
animal activists" 1, a handful ofrepo1ts of trespass, and several repo1ts of"protests",
whatever that te1m may mean in the context of violations oflaw. The 2016 Bradshaw
Review addressing NSW fa1mers' concerns regarding mral crimes involving fa1med
animals found that frumers reported intilnidation, trespass, prope1ty damage, and theft by
other frumers, profiteers, and those hunting illegally, and a common thread throughout
that repo1t is the lack of police's ability or enthusiasm to respond to such incidents.2 The
report does not delve at all into animal activists being a concern for farmers dealing with
trespass or stock theft. Are we to believe that for some reason fa1mers n01th of Albmy are
faced with regulru· incursions from mstlers and gunmen, while south of Wodonga lies a
hotbed of activist invasion? No. Take the example of a Sale senior detective responding
to a question regru·ding the launch of this Inquily - no 'animal activism' has been
repo1ted in his patch, and "the most significant instance of trespass in the ru·ea related to
illegal hunting".3 It seems clear to us that this Inquily has been launched by reactionaries
oveneacting.
It is also wo1th placing this reality in its broader context: not once in the hist01y of animal

rights activism anywhere in the world has there been a single incidence of activists
1 See

Andrew Miller, 'Agriculture Minister seeks animal activist inquiry changes' , Stock & Land, 7
May 20 19, accessible at https:/ /www.stockandland.com.au/st01y/6 l l 0510/minister-allays-activismfears/, accessed 1 July 2019.
2 See Stephen Bradshaw, 'NSW Stock Theft and Trespass Review - Final Report', June 20 16,
accessible at https://www. justice nsw.gov.au/Documents/Media%20Releases/2017/final-repoit-NSWstock-theft-and-trespass-review.pdf, accessed 2 July 20 19.
3 Miller, above n 1.
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physically harming anyone. The harm has ce1tainly flowed the other way - activists, both
adults and children, have been dragged, assaulted and beaten, pepper sprayed, and even in
several instances been deliberately killed by animal exploiters who have fatally shot, and
dragged, cmshed and nm over activists with vehicles. All such individuals were harmed
or killed dming peaceful protesting activities and while tiying to save animals. Not one
person has ever faced prosecution for murder, manslaughter, nor anything remotely close.
And not once have the so1t of supplemental offences ostensibly sought by the Nationals
in advocating for this Inquily been proposed in regard to those who inflict harm upon
activists.
In calling for an inquiry focused solely on creating additional protections for fa1mers
from, as she rather histrionically puts it, "the diabolical rise'"' of activism, Ms Bath is
either anticipating an onslaught of nefarious activity with scant precedent or has believed
campfire bogeyman tales of physically threatening acts that never in t111th transpfred. The
conduct that activists do engage in on agricultural prope1t ies focuses p1imar·ily if not
exclusively on documenting the living conditions and ti·eatment of animals found there.
Fa1mers have a basic right to be safe in thefr homes. They do not have a right to hide
behind the mythology of the "violent" animal 1ights activist as a justification for
concealing the misti·eatment and suffering of animals in thefr car·e from the public.
b. As to the second element ofthis te1m - as Minister Symes has also noted, there is already
"extensive legislation and significant penalties available to the comts, to deal with animal
activists".5 Indeed landowners and business owners afready enjoy a broad range oflegal
protections from illegal conduct taking place on thefr property - c1iminal offences ah-eady
exist in relation to acts of ti·espass, theft, vandalism, property damage and destmction,
har·assment and intimidation, biosecurity, and 1mlawful smveillance.
What the Inquiry appears to want to explore is the creation of new and additional
protections only in relation to a select group of commercial ente1prises in ce1t ain
industi·ies, either creating additional criminal offences to exist alongside those ah-eady on
the books, or augmenting penalty levels only in relation to offending against those
ente1prises. Such kowtowing would result in a legal st111cture that is inequitable,
discrilninato1y, and dispropo1t ionate.
2. The workplace health and safety and biosecurity risks, and potential impacts of
animal activist activity on Victorian farms, to Victoria's economy and international
reputation 6

a. As noted above, it is ultimately insuppo1table to continue to incubate fear of the physical
threat to personal safety from animal rights activists. Measures such as the la1mching of
this type of Inquiry with te1ms of references such as this one, however, ar·e aimed at
conve1t ing an unreasonable fear into a reasonable one by working to ensure the public
comes to 1mderstand animal rights activists as a tangible physical threat and that that
threat must be met with special catego1ies of criminal offences and increased penalties.
Since as noted above there is no basis in reality from which to create such an impression,
the basis must be manufactured, through means such as agitating for one-sided inquiries.

4

See ' Probe into activists targeting Vic farms, SBS News, 1 May 2019, accessible at
https://www.sbs.corn.au/news/probe-into-activists-targeting-vic-fanns, accessed 2 July 201 9.
5 See Miller, above n 1.
6 I have assumed that this sentence is intended to have been expressed as: "The workplace health and
safety and biosecurity risks generated by, and the potential impacts on Victoria' s economy and
international reputation of, animal activist activity on Victorian fanns. "
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b. As regards biosecmity risks, more than half the antibiotics import ed into Australia are fed
to farmed animals7 to stave off disease that absent the drugs would thrive in the crowded,
filthy living conditions the stressed animals endure. Industry has been taken to task by
antimicrobial resistance experts over its lack of transparency about the prevalence of
antibiotic use.8 Regardless, living in the conceit for a moment that Australian animal
factories are in fact pristine, delicately balanced domes of sterility: activists entering such
facilities are acutely aware that if nothing else they will be accused of compromising the
animals' health by tracking in outside bacteria. Therefore, part icipants commonly don full
hazmat suits including sterile booties, gloves, and hoods, none of which ar·e reused
between areas or facilities.9 It's also worth noting that in the context of "farms" such as
battery cage sheds face masks serve the dual purpose of helping to maintain biosecurity
and providing at least some relief against the suffocating levels of ammonia that
reportedly make it har·d to breathe for a human present for a short amount of time. Spare a
thought for the chickens breathing this biosecure air for most of their existence.
c. As regar·ds the potential effect of animal activists highlighting on-farm conditions on
Victoria's international reputation, we can only infer that this references the discrepancies
such activism lays bar·e between industry mar·keting and reality. The oft-touted claim that
Australia is a world leader in animal welfare is at odds with the reality of where Austr·alia
is positioned on the global spectrnm of meaningful protections for animals. World
Animal Protection's Animal Protection Index, which ranks countries for their animal
protection commitments and policies, classifies Australia with a C grade overall and also
a C grade in relation to farmed animal protections - putting it on par with Malaysia,
India, the Philippines, and Poland; much of Europe as well as countries such as New
Zealand and Chile are considered to outr·ank Austr·alia in this regard. 10 Unless Victoria
views itself as the star pupil whose grade in the class project is being dr·agged down by
the federal and other state governments, it should accept that improvements ar·e needed in
the way farmed animals are tr·eated, not in the way that tr·eatment is revealed to the world.
3. Animal activists' compliance with the Livestock Disease Co11trol Act 1994, Livestock
Ma11ageme11t Act 2010, and the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act 1986

a. It is unsurprising that feigned concern for animals, many of whom live in squalor and all
of whom die unwillingly, that flows forth whenever activist eyes fall upon them, is
viewed with contempt by welfare advocates. Recall the black farce that unfolded in NSW
over the last few months that saw activists charged with cmelty offences for their alleged
role in inadvertently hastening the deaths of a few chickens already so close to death that
the RSPCA saw fit to slaughter all 4,000 birds who remained alive and to secure a cmelty
conviction against the farmer actually responsible. 11 The investigation and prosecution
was set in motion by a complaint made by these activists after they accessed the property
and discovered what lay within. Even on propert ies and in facilities where the animals
7

See eg ABC Science, 'Antibiotics use in agriculture' , accessible at
https://www.abcnet.au/science/slab/antibiotics/agriculture.htm. accessed 1 July 201 9.
8 See eg Melissa Davey, 'Secrecy swrnunding antibiotic use on Australian famlS sparks superbug
fears' , The Guardian, 21 September 20 16, accessible at https://www.theguardian.com/australianews/20 l 6/sep/21/secrecy-swrnunding-antibiotic-use-on-frums-sparks-feru·s-of-superbugs, accessed on
1 July 2019.
9
Personal coITespondence with open rescue activist, July 2019.
10

See World Aninial Protection Animal Protection Index, accessible at
http://api.woddanimalprotection.org/? ga= l .248805575 . l 75419997.1437553962, accessed 2 July
20 19.
11
See Jenny Noyes, 'Lakeland egg fa1mer convicted of serious animal cruelty, Sydney Morning
Herald, 30 April 20 19, accessible at https://www.smh.com.au/national/nsw/lakesland-egg-fannerconvicted-of-serious-animal-cruelty-20 l 90430-p5 l ipt.html, accessed 1 July 20 19.
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live in comparatively less bleak conditions, their lives are still marked by pain and
mise1y . Not one of the animals contemplated here is destined for anything other a gas
chamber, an electrified bath, or a knife to the throat. Let's stop the pearl-clutching. The
disingenuousness is grotesque.
b. As regards disease control measures we refer to our comments regarding biosecurity
above.
4. The civil or criminal liability of individuals and organisations who promote or
organise participation in unauthorised animal activism activities

a. As an elementaiy matter we note that "unauthorised animal activism activities"
potentially encompasses a nonsensically broad range of actions. Unautho1ised by whom?
We proceed here on the reading that "unauthorised" is intended to be interchangeable
with "illegal".
b. Just as, as noted above, there is ah'eady an adequate spectmm of offences and penalties
available to law enforcement in addressing c1imes related to trespass, theft and other
pecuniaiy loss, intimidation, and so on, so too may a prosecutor look to existing laws
addressing incitement, aiding, abetting, counselling, or procuring, conspiracy, and the like
in scenaiios where individuals or organisations promote or organise potentially criminal
activity. We say here again that creating offences or inflating penalties to overlay existing
ai·eas of c1iminal law for the c0Info1t of a select group of for-profit ventures in
unnecessa1y and unjustifiable.
5. Analyse the incidences and responses of other jurisdictions in Australia and
internationally

As the frequency of revelations of systemic suffering has increased - and with it, an
increase in the number of criminal convictions of faim workers who neglect or abuse
animals, cancelled customer contracts, and a drop in animal product consumption rates so too have the calls by industiy to more heftily criminalise info1mation-gathe1ing. And
so, inquiries such as this one aimed at concealing and insulating rather than uncovering
and addressing neglect and abuse of animals continue to crop up. If the Committee is
concerned about Austi·alia' s international reputation as regai·ds expo1ts of products made
from animals, we suggest - as does the RSPCA, 12 all animal protection groups, and large
swathes of the public - that the Inquiiy recommend the installation of CCTV cameras in
farming enterp1ises, slaughterhouses, and all other venues where animals are raised and
killed. The UK government has taken this step for slaughterhouses; as of May last year
the installation and maintenance of CCTV in all UK slaughterhouses is mandato1y, and
authorised veterinarians have unresti·icted access to the recorded footage.13 Australia's
"world leader in animal welfai·e" brand is in need of some refreshment.
6. Provide recommendations on how the Victorian Government and industry could
improve protections for farmers' privacy, businesses, and the integrity of our
biosecurity system and animal welfare outcomes, whether through law reform or
12

See eg RSPCA Australia, 'Will closed circuit television help improve the welfare of fa1m animals?',

1 May 20 19, accessible at http://kbrspca.org.au/will-closed-circuit-television-help-improve-the-

welfare-of-faim-animals 494.html, accessed 2 July 2019; see also RSPCA Australia, 'RSPCA renews
call for CCTV to be installed in all abattoirs', 21 March 2013, accessible at https://rspca.org.au/mediacentre/press-releases/2013-mr/rspca-renews-caU-cctv-be-installed-all-abattoirs, accessed 2 July 20 19.
13 See DEFR, ' CCTV becomes mandatory in all abbatoirs in England', 4 May 2018, accessible at
https://www.gov.uk/govemment/news/cctv-becomes-mandato1y-in-all-abattoirs-in-england, accesse 2
July 2019.
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other measures

a. As regards privacy, no landowner nor business operator enjoys an inherent right to, or to
allow those on their property to, engage in illegal activity and expect the protection of
privacy law simply because the c1imes against animals are being committed on p1ivate
property. Indeed, as the High Court noted in the seminal Lenah Game Meats 14 case,
landowners do not enjoy an inherent 1ight to engage in legal activity on their prope1ty and
automatically expect the protection of privacy law - as Gleeson CJ explained, activists
who had trespassed onto private prope1ty to place cameras that recorded the operations of
a possum slaughterhouse had not recorded activities that were
relevantly private. Of course, the premises on which those activities took place were
private in a proprietorial sense. And, by viitue of its prop1ietaiy 1ight to exclusive
possession of the premises, the respondent had the capacity (subject to the possibility
of trespass or other smveillance) to grant or refuse pennission to anyone who wanted
to obse1ve, and record, its operations. The same can be said of any landowner, but it
does not make eve1ything that the owner does on the land a private act.. Nor does an
act become p1ivate simply because the owner of land would prefer that it were
unobse1ved. The reasons for such preference might be personal, or financial. They
might be good or bad. An owner of land does not have to justify refusal of entry to a
member of the public, or of the press. The right to choose who may enter, and who
will be excluded, is an aspect of ownership. It may mean that a person who enters
without pe1mission is a tr·espasser; but that does not mean that eve1y activity obse1ved
by the tr·espasser is p1ivate. 15
The way the animals raised and killed for thefr bodies to be tmned into food and fibre
products is a matter of public concern. Privacy arguments are not a justification for
advocating for the intr·oduction of additional bulked-up offences aimed at quashing the
flow of info1mation to consumers simply because that info1mation is gathered in animal
factories located on private prope1ty.
b. We often see politicians16 and industry association heads 17 condemn activists' entry onto
agricultural prope1ties most vigorously on the basis that owners' homes may also be
located on these prope1ties, and that fa1mers fear home invasion and threats to personal
and familial safety.
Ffrstly, no fa1mers operating intensive facilities on many hundreds or thousands of acres
have thefr broiler sheds outside the kitchen window or sow stalls set up next to the swing
set. One faimer nmning 5,000 acres noted that "[t]hese are people's homes" but also
highlighted the quandaiy thus: "We ai·e spread over a lai·ge area ... how do we know
who's entering our prope1ty?"18 It is hai·d to accept the bona fides of someone expressing
apprehension of entiy into a residence in such a context..

14

Australian Broadcasting Co,poration v Lenah Game Meats Pty Ltd [200 1] HCA 63; 208 CLR 199
At[43].
16 See eg the comments of Federal Minister for Agriculture David Littleproud quoted in Glen Moret
and Angus Verley, 'Ag Minister labels national farm map an "attack list" for animal activists, but not
illegal', ABC News, 22 Janua1y 2019, accessible at https://www .abc.net.au/news/2019-0 l -22/aussiefanns-map-sparks-outrage-from-fanners-and-ag-minister/10736006, accessed 5 July 2019.
17
See eg the collllllents of National Farmers Federation Fiona Simson quoted in Natalie Peters and Erin
Molan, 'Farmers "relieved" govemment to impose tougher penalties on vegan activists', 2GB, 4 July
2019, accessible at https://www.2gb.com/farmers-re1ieved-govemment-to-impose-tougher-penaltieson-vegan-activists/, accessed 5 July 2019.
18
See ibid.
15
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Secondly, there is not a single instance on record of such an inuption ever having
occuned anywhere in Victoria or indeed nationwide. Cries of"They're coming for your
children in their beds!" despite the utter absence of evidence that they ever have or ever
will is destrnctive fearmongering for which government and industry bear· responsibility,
not activists seeking to expose harm and suffering rather than cause it.
c. As regar·ds biosecmity, we refer to our comments above.
d. As regar·ds improvements to animal welfar·e, we note that apa1t from a potshot at activists
ar·guably violating the POCTA themselves, this is the first mention the te1ms of reference
make of concern for the animals. There ar·e several legislative refo1m and regulato1y
effo1ts afoot in Victo1ia and at the federal level to incrementally improve the living
conditions for farmed animals, and PETA has provided input to those inquilies and fora
as appropriate. We welcome any genuine discussion re same but this Inquily has patently
not been launched in that spilit and we will not be ente1taining the notion that it has here.
What we would point to here ar·e the animal welfare outcomes that have come about as a
direct result of activists documenting neglect and abuse of animals on private prope1ty.
We acknowledge that in some circumstances activists gathe1ing such evidence do so by
violating trespass laws. We would emphasise however that, even that being so, animal
suffering would continue unabated in many ar·eas without such material being created and
coming to light. State RSPCAs, state agricultural depa1t ments, the police, and in some
contexts other equivalently tasked entities are by their own admission woefully underresourced and unable to thoroughly investigate and pursue action regar·ding all complaints
they receive, let alone comprehensively monitor the treatment of animals used by animal
enterprises. In the 2013/ 14, 2015/ 16, and 2017/ 18 repo1t ing peliods, the RSPCA finalised
prosecutions on well under 1% of the complaints it investigated,19 obviously only some of
which looked to the more than half a billion farmed animals in Australia. As we know
from the constant flow of revelations of fa1med animal abuse, this is not for lack of
criminal activity occm1ing - it is simply because the empowered agencies or depa1tments
ar·e hamstrnng or inadequately equipped. Facilities will for the most part only be
scrntinised if evidence of welfare violations is presented to the authorities. Animal
activists gathe1ing that evidence are an essential part of the transpar·ency and
accountability process.
We would also note the tension here between the common complaint of agiicultural
industr·ies that "city dwellers" ar·e becoming increasingly disconnected from their food
and clothing sources and that they just don't understand what happens on the farm, and
the apparent desire behind this Inquily to limit consumers' ability to have all the possible
info1mation about the realities of fa1ming available to info1m their choices. It is a glaring
discrepancy between what farmers say they want the public to know about their practices
and what they do, when industiy wishes public perception of animals' experiences to be
those that are generally peaceful, content and free of suffering, but wants no objective
evaluation of that claim to occur.

19 See RSPCA Australia, 'RSPCA repo1t on animal outcomes from our shelters, care and adoption
centres 2013-2014 ', accessible at http://wwwrspca.org.au/sites/default/files/website!Thefacts/Statistics/RSPCA Australia-Repo1t on animal outcomes-2013-2014.pdf, ' RSPCA repo1t on
animal outcomes from our shelters, care and adoption centres 2015-2016' , accessible at
https://www.rspca.org.au/sites/default/files/RSPCA%20Report%20on%20animal%20outcomes%2020
15-2016.pdf, and ' RSPCA report on animal outcomes from our shelters, care and adoption centres
2017-2018' accessible at
https://www.rspca.org.au/sites/default/files/RSPCA%20Report%20on%20Animal%200utcomes%202
017-2018.pdf, accessed 4 July 201 9.
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C. Concluding remarks

It is indisputable that the Australian public (more than 10% of whom don't eat animals)20

cares about animal welfare, and this concern is steadily increasing. Issues such as live
export, puppy mills, cosmetics testing, and the need for an independent body to monitor
compliance with and enforce law relating to the treatment of farmed animals all directly
influence political campaigning promises and platforms and voter decisions. The public's
access to information about the realities of animal enterprises should not be swept aside
because of misperceptions, exaggerations, and outright fabrications of threat. When
industry and government makes improvements to the ways animals are treated, it is not
born of altruism, but rather public demand. Those documenting systemic cruelty do
provide an informational service to the public, and the public has a ri ght to address their
reaction to such revelations with their elected representatives and demand reform. This
Inquiry seeks to directly or indirectly suffocate that discussion by seeking out ways to
fmther criminalise the actions of those who work to expose welfare shortfalls.
The sole real boon that these types of inquiries provide for animals is laying bare for
consumers the depth and breadth of animal-exploiting industries' and their parliamentary
ambassadors' desperation to hide the truth from them, thus inevitably driving even more
consumers to reject products from operations increasingly shrouded in secrecy. It is
inar·guable that the Austr·alian public persistently and increasingly calls for tr·ansparency
in production processes related to their food, clothing, and personal care choices. Calls to
find ways to limit consumers' access to information about what those processes truly
involve serve only to foster suspicion, dist:111st, and dissatisfaction and communicate
unambiguously to the public that such tr·ansparency is undesirable to industry . PETA will
continue to make a wide range of resources aimed at making the tr·ansition to a vegan
lifestyle easy and enjoyable available to consumers who reach such conclusions.

20

Se.e eg 'More than 10% of Australians are now vegetarian ' , SBS, 17 August 20 16, accessible at
https://www.sbs.com.au/topics/life/health/a11icle/2016/08/ 17/more-10-australians-are-now-vegetarian;
and 'More than 2 million Australians are now meat-free' , delicious., 18 Febrnary 20 18, accessible at
https://www.delicious.com.au/food-files/news-a1ticles/a11icle/plant-power-del-sun- l 82/suVukilr
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